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NEWSLETTER

Liverpool Japan Day 2016

Liverpool Japan Day was the biggest Japan Day
we have ever staged, with the largest number
and variety of participants and also the greatest
number of stallholders. It was also the best in
terms of facilities, with excellent technicians in
control of a full array of sound options and
lighting, which added considerably to
performances on stage.
The above photograph shows Diane Kichijitsu
during her “Rakugo” comedy set. We were
particularly pleased that Diane was able to
perform since, although she lives in Osaka,
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Liverpool is her home town and her set- after
which she drew the raffle prizes- was a great and
very appropriate way to end Japan Day. The
following articles were submitted by some of the
Japan Day organisers, who give their reflections on
different aspects of Japan Day.
Yuko Howes, Participant Coordinator
On August 20th, 2016 we held our 6th Japan Day at
the Guild of Students in Liverpool. Although it was
slightly rainy earlier in the morning the weather
improved quickly and by around noon time, the
venue was full of visitors as usual.
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As participant coordinator, I could at last breathe a
sigh of relief to see all the exhibitors there as
planned. Usually around two weeks prior the event,
panic starts. I would be inundated with emails of
last minute cancellations, changes, requests, and
enquiries.

Young enthusiast at Japan Railway Society

The staff at the Guild of Students were helpful and
professional. We’ve never had such impressive stage
lighting for the performances! The security people
were also excellent.
When the long day has ended, looking around the
quiet venue after everybody has left, I always think:
how do you measure the success of Japan Day? Is it
by the number of people who visited? Or the quality
of the performances? The money made (or lost) for
the Society? The number of new members we
managed to recruit on the day? Or the extent to
which we managed to promote Japanese culture?
Whatever the measure may be, I can say that we
managed to provide a day that made many, many
people (attendees and participants) happy in various
ways. In that way, our Japan Day was once again a
huge success.

But now everything had been sorted out, and each
exhibitor looked busy handling the visitors. To be
honest, one week before the event we were short
of volunteers. Until the last minute, we were not
certain we would have enough people to run the
event.

Thunderdrummers Cumbria

Yuko with volunteers Sandika, Steve and John
But as the day approached, one by one, we started
to acquire volunteers, and we had just enough
people to be able to carry out the event as usual.

And I was all the more aware that this successful day
could not have happened without all the loyal
volunteers who offered a helping hand. How
heartening and encouraging it was to see each
volunteer working on their task! I felt that we
developed a sense of comradeship to successfully
carry out this big day together. And for me, that was
the most certain measure of success.
Article Yuko Howes, photos Kevin Howes

We would like to give our thanks to Neil Willis, who has generously donated the prize he won in the
Japan Day raffle to the Society.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Kerry-Anne, Cosplay Competition Organiser
This year I was lucky enough to host the cosplay
competition at Liverpool Japan Day. In total, there
were around 25 applicants in stunning costumes
hoping to try their chances at winning a voucher for
AnimUK. There were a wide variety of costumes
from the anime and gaming worlds, and even a
rather tiny version of the Goblin King that many of
us loved!

Rob Bierman, Martial Arts Coordinator
Japan Day was once again witness to vigorous and
exciting displays of martial arts.
UK Kaze Arashi Ryu started the demonstrations
with a variety of mixed armed and unarmed
fighting techniques. They were followed by
Lancashire Aikikai, who demonstrated their aikido
skills.
We were then treated to a display of kendo (sword
fighting) from the Liverpool Kendo Group who,
dressed in traditional armour and using bamboo
swords, emitted ear-splitting “kiai” (screams)
during their performance. Yanagi Ryu Jujitsu
followed this with their display of fighting
techniques, which included the wearing of full
traditional samurai armour.

The lucky winners
When it was finally time for the contestants to take
the stage they did so with such confidence and
passion for their hobby that it was entertaining for
all. Some came as groups and prepared poses
together. Others were more vocal, preparing
written pieces to engage their audience. I must say
that after seeing them perform it didn’t make
choosing a winner any easier.
In the end Lydia took the prize with her stunning
costume of “Ahri”, complete with posed tails. Since
the judges found it extremely difficult to decide a
winner honourable mentions were also given to
Harriet and Joanne as characters from Tokyo Mew
Mew, and Amelia as Twilight Princess.
Article Kerry-Anne Middlemore, photo Kevin
Howes

Yanagi Ryu Jujitsu
Elsewhere in the hall there was an ongoing display
of Kyudo (archery) given by the Manchester Kyudo
Group.
Throughout these demonstrations, commentaries
were given, explaining what was occurring and
why. It was also possible to visit the groups at their
tables to ask questions and view equipment. All the
demonstrations were, once again, very popular
with our visitors.
Article Rob Bierman, Photo Kevin Howes

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Diane Kichijitsu, “Rakugo” Comedienne
To bring Japan Day 2016 to a heroic end we invited
Diane Kichijitsu, a Rakugo storyteller. “Rakugo” is an
amusing cross between “sit down” comedy and
“shaggy-dog” style story-telling, as those of you who
witnessed the Rakugo comedian (Katsura Sunshine)
we hosted last Japan Day may know. Rakugo stories
always involve the dialogue of two or more
characters, the difference between the characters
depicted only through a change in the pitch or tone
of the voice, or by a slight turn of the head.

Jinbei (who is clever) and Tarou (who isn’t) want
takoyaki, but only have 9 Mon between them. How
can Jinbei convince the takoyaki seller to feed him?

Jinbei takes Tarou’s money, proceeds to order and
enjoy a portion of takoyaki, upsetting Tarou at the
same time (Tarou only gets 2 of the 6 pieces) then
he neatly tricks the seller into taking 9 Mon. The
next day Tarou, angry and annoyed, thinks he can
pull off the same trick with hilarious results.

Diane’s set began with introductory music on the
Japanese Shamisen, which sounded like a traditional
piece until people worked out (with a little
encouragement from Diane) that it was in fact
“Yellow Submarine”- a celebration of Diane’s
Liverpudlian origins. She now lives in Osaka.
Diane, dressed in a beautiful light-blue kimono,
began by introducing some of her techniques. She
demonstrated how to mime eating hot dumplings,
pruning bonsai and drinking sake, using only a
fan. Diane explained a few more story telling
techniques and told a few short jokes.
She then launched into the main part of her set,
where she a story about two friends and some
takoyaki. Takoyaki are hot octopus dumplings and
are very popular in Japan. In her story they cost 10
Mon (old Edo-era money).
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

After Diane completed the story she invited an
audience member to attempt some of the actions
(miming cooking; then serving; and finally eating
very hot takoyaki). She finished her set with a round
of laughter yoga, at the end of which we completed
“a laughter wave”. “Kichijitsu” means “Lucky Day”;
and for us it was, indeed, a lucky day.
Article Nigel Cordon (Volunteer Coordinator),
photos Kevin Howes
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Naoshima Island Students Visit Liverpool
In 2014 I met up with my friend and colleague Mrs.
Michiko Hamanaka (Hamanaka Sensei), with whom I
worked on Naoshima Island in 2003 and have met
every year since. Michiko told me she was planning
to bring some high school students from Naoshima
over to the UK for the first time. She had seen the
report about Japan Day 2014 and thought it would
be great to incorporate the visit with JSNW’s next
Japan Day.
We exchanged a number of emails and I met with
her and the Director of Education Mr. Hara in April
this year to finalise the details. The plan was to bring
four high school students (in the end one came from
a junior high school) to see the historic city of
Liverpool for a four day visit, but the focus of the
visit was to be able to take part in Japan Day which I
had discussed with Nigel and Joyce from the JSNW
Committee.
I met Hamanaka sensei and the students at Lime
Street station on Thursday afternoon the 18th August
together with Callum, the retiring ALT from
Naoshima who accompanied them. From there we
went to meet with their home-stay families, and go
home with them. These were families of my current
and former students of Japanese.

up at the Pierhead for a city tour on a City Tours
hop-on-hop-off bus, for which we were kindly given
a big discount. Despite the poor weather everyone
enjoyed themselves, especially at the Museum on
William Brown Street and at the cathedrals.
In the evening each student made ‘okonomiyaki’ for
their home-stay family. Hamanaka sensei and
Callum made some for me too, which was delicious.
On Saturday everyone got to Liverpool University in
good time to set up for Japan Day, with my Kagawa
table next to theirs (Naoshima is in fact part of
Kagawa prefecture).

Students and Angela Davies at Japan Day stall
We had a very busy day all day and the students, in
addition to giving out badges and magnets they had
made, demonstrated origami and shodō to our very
keen visitors. The Director of Education from
Naoshima (who arrived on Friday night) took part
and enjoyed Japan Day very much.

Students in front of the Anglican Cathedral
On Friday morning the weather had unfortunately
changed for the worse but, undaunted, we all met
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

The home stay families gave great support on
Friday, Saturday and after Japan day, and we were
all treated to a delicious dinner at Etsu. Sunday was
a day that the students spent entirely with their
home stay family and on Monday morning we all
met again at Lime Street station for some sad
farewells.
Article Angela Davies
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Hiroshima/Nagasaki Atomic Bombings Commemoration Service, Manchester
Although this service (at Manchester University and
Manchester Museum on August 6th) was held to
commemorate all victims of war and terrorism, its
primary focus was to remember the atomic
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki on 6th and 9th
August, 1945.
It is estimated the bombings killed over 100,000
people instantly in the two cities, and approximately
150,000 more from burns, injuries and radiation
poisoning (for which no treatment was possible) by
the end of 1945. People continued to die from the
effects of exposure to radiation for more than a
decade afterwards and the final death toll will never
be known.
Present at the service were officials from
Manchester City Council, MEP’s Afzal Khan and Julie
Ward, Dr David Walker (Bishop of Manchester), Rae
Street (Vice Chair of CND), and Yuko Howes, Vice
Chair of the Japan Society North West.

Representatives present at the event.
The service began with a reading from Julie Ward
explaining the tragedies that occurred at Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, following which Afzal Khan read the
2016 Peace Declaration given by the Mayor of
Hiroshima, Kasumi Matsui.
After these readings the Deputy Lord Mayor of
Manchester laid a wreath in memory of not only
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, but of all civilians killed by
war and terrorism over the past 71 years. Those
present then observed two minutes silence.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Several poems and accounts were read during the
service, both eyewitness accounts and modern
reflections. They included this account, “Umeboshi”
(a sour pickled plum), giving a 90-year-old lady’s
recollection of the bombing of HiroshimaUmeboshi
Well, that time…let me see
I fell over with the cupboard in the living room.
The house shook and shook and shook and
I crawled out onto the roof.
I did not crawl of my own accord; naturally
I should rather say “I was made to do it
By God or Buddha”
Oh what misery.
Oh what pain.
I wanted the breath to be taken from my body
And to go to heaven
It was on the third morning after the explosion
Someone put an umeboshi in my mouth.
“The old woman is dead” they said. “What a
shame!”
They chanted the Buddhist prayer: “Namu-Amida,
namu-Amida”
“I am alive. I am alive,” I told them.
They put a big umeboshi in my mouth.
Umeboshi’s nice and tasty, you know, so
I must express thanks to the umeboshi, because
I soon got well again.
Following the poems and accounts Yuko Howes,
Vice Chair of Japan Society North West, gave her
own reflections on the bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki; the service ended with the reading of the
UN Peace Affirmation by all attending.
The second part of the commemoration took place a
short distance away at the Peace Exhibit in
Manchester Museum.
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Hiroshima Commemoration
There we were all shown how to make paper cranes,
a symbol of peace for Hiroshima ever since 12-year
old leukaemia victim Sadako Sasaki’s famous cranefolding efforts 10 years after the bombing.

Making paper cranes in Manchester Museum
We wrote messages on our cranes, which were then
sent to Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Article Tim Evans, photos Kevin Howes

JSNW and PayPal Payments
The main source of income for Japan Society North
West is membership subscriptions. Most members
pay by cheque or sometimes cash, but recently the
option of paying by PayPal has become more
popular.
What is PayPal?
PayPal is an online payment system, allowing the
easy electronic transfer of payments between
member accounts. In order to use PayPal you must
first open a PayPal account.
How do I join PayPal?
Go to PayPal.com, click the Sign Up button, and
open a personal account. You’ll have to create a
user name and password and enter your credit
card details. Once you’ve done this you can use
PayPal as a quick and easy way of paying on many
web sites.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Why should I use PayPal to subscribe to Japan
Society North West?
When Japan Society North West was founded
there were less than 50 members, but this has
grown to between 150 and 200 members in recent
years. This is good news for the Society, but a
substantial burden for the Membership Secretary
who has to create membership renewal notices,
receive the renewal letters, update the
membership database and send out membership
cards. The membership cheques received must
then be forwarded to the Treasurer who must
update the accounts and pay in the cheques to the
bank. In an effort to reduce the administrative
burden, PayPal was introduced. PayPal automates
the process, eliminating the need to process
cheques, and maintains its own record of who’s
paid what and when.
How do I subscribe to Japan Society North West
or renew my membership using PayPal?
Go to the membership page on jsnw.org.uk, select
the membership type from the drop down menu
and press the subscribe button. Note that the
PayPal subscription is for one year and will renew
automatically, as long as you keep your credit card
information on your PayPal account up-to-date.
How do I cancel my PayPal subscription?
Go to PayPal.com, log in and from your user
account you can cancel your JSNW subscription.
How much will it cost to use PayPal?
Nothing for you, but PayPal charges a small fee to
the Society, which means that for a £15.00
subscription we receive £14.29. We think it is
worth it, as it greatly simplifies the membership
payment process.
We’d appreciate it if you could switch to a PayPal
subscription if you can!
Article Kevin Howes, Treasurer
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Heidi Potter OBE Receives Award from
Japanese Embassy
On September 13th Heidi Potter OBE, currently CEO
of Japan Society U.K., was formally awarded The
Order of The Rising Sun, Gold and Silver Rays by His
Excellency the Japanese Ambassador, Mr. Koji
Tsuruoka. The Order is very prestigious and is
conferred upon individuals who have made
significant contributions to Japan or its culture.
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Heidi has been a great inspiration to me personally,
especially in the early days when I was chairman of
JSNW.
Heidi さん おめでとうございます!
Congratulations from everyone at Japan Society
North West!
Article by Angela Davies, photo courtesy of
Japanese Embassy

Appeal for new Committee Members
JSNW has just organised a very successful Japan Day
in Liverpool, which was thoroughly enjoyed by all
attendees, participants and volunteers. We were
able to host our most varied Japan Day, with the
largest number of stalls and participants that we
have ever organised. This required a great deal of
very rewarding work by the Committee, without
which the event could not have taken place.

The award recognises Heidi’s contribution to
furthering education in the UK and Japan through
many cultural and educational exchanges. Her
experience at Japan 21, when she organised various
education-related activities to promote teaching
about Japan at primary and secondary schools in the
UK, contributed greatly to her role in the Japan
Society when it merged with Japan 21 in 2007.
The event, hosted by the Ambassador and Madame
Tsuruoka at the Embassy of Japan in London, was
attended by about 130 people and included family,
friends and colleagues, as well as staff from the
Embassy and Japan-related organisations that had
cooperated with Heidi in her various projects.
The Ambassador gave a warm speech praising Heidi
for all her work and we at JSNW agree Heidi richly
deserves the honour that has been bestowed upon
her.

However, some Committee members have recently
left for personal reasons; we now have seven
Committee members, the maximum allowable
under the constitution being twelve.
This means we now need new Committee members
to assist us in our work of promoting Japanese
culture. In particular we require a new Membership
Secretary, for which some knowledge of Excel is
necessary; although anyone who has something
they would like to bring to the Society would also be
welcome to join in an ordinary Committee member
(non-officer) role.
Committee membership is rewarding and enjoyable,
and opens up new experiences and opportunities;
please consider joining if this appeals to you. If you
would like to put yourself forward please e-mail
Nigel Cordon at events@jsnw.org.uk, briefly
explaining why you would like to become a
Committee member.
Tim Evans, newsletter editor

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.JSNW.ORG.UK, WE ARE ALSO ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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